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Introduction: What are microservices?
Traditionally, organizations have architected their IT environments as large, monolithic entities. The 

idea behind this is to make them too big to fail. However, preventing any IT failure is nearly impossible, 

and moreover, the way these entities are architected is not conducive to agility and cost-effectiveness. 

As a result, many IT services are going in a different direction. Microservices are an architectural and 

organizational approach to software development where software is composed of small independent 

services that communicate over well-defined APIs. These services are owned by small, self-contained 

teams. This modularity lends itself to speed and flexibility, helping solve many of the problems created 

by monolithic architectures.
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Challenges with monolithic architectures
The monolithic on-premises architectures that enterprises have traditionally relied on are failing to deliver the 

agility and cost-effectiveness they need. Because all processes in a monolithic architecture are tightly coupled 

and run as a single service, scaling any component of the architecture means scaling the entire thing. Not only 

is this more time-consuming than scaling an individual component, it’s also significantly more expensive. As 

an application running on this kind of architecture changes, its code base becomes more complex, as does 

adding features. This ultimately hinders an organization’s ability to respond to their customers’ feedback and 

deliver new functionality.

Microservices can help organizations overcome many of these challenges.
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With a microservices architecture, an application is built as independent components that run each 

application process as a service. These services communicate via a well-defined interface using 

lightweight APIs. Two key capabilities enabled by microservices architectures are the ability to develop 

and deliver new features faster, and reduced costs. Let’s take a brief look at each.

Because each component of an application is independent, apps can be managed by a series of teams, 

each with the autonomy to work on their own component when and how they see fit. Working on a 

single component does not impact the performance or availability of others. This flexibility can eliminate 

operational red tape that has long gotten in developers’ way and extended development cycles.

And because each component can scale independently, you can right-size your infrastructure. Monolithic 

architectures scale up and down as one entity, meaning that if a single component experiences a spike 

in demand, more resources are added to the entire application. This typically leads to other components 

being over-provisioned. With microservices, each component can have exactly the resources it needs, 

which means less unused capacity that you have to pay for and ultimately, lower costs.

How do microservices help you 
overcome these challenges?
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While implementing a microservices architecture is not a particularly long and arduous process, it does 

require that you make a few key decisions. You must also start to think differently about a few aspects 

of development.

Decide on your combination of serverless and container-based architectures 

The primary decision your organization will need to make is what combination of serverless computing 

and containers – two of the most common techniques for microservices implementation – to leverage. 

We recommend that you look at each of the applications you’d like to modernize, and then decide 

based on their collective needs.

What do you need to do to adopt 
microservices successfully?
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Containers are an architectural approach where application components are still separate, smaller pieces, but they 

share some resources—most importantly, a single operating system instance. This makes them more lightweight 

than traditional virtual machines. They tend to be a better fit for complex applications that have a lot of components 

that need to run simultaneously, such as an e-commerce site. Often times, legacy apps that have run on-premises 

for years are more easily migrated to AWS using a container-based architecture than a serverless architecture.

Serverless architectures provision compute resources in response to events, keep that capacity running until a 

task is completed, and then de-provision the compute resource. They’re often better for apps that perform tasks 

that don’t always need to be running. An IoT app that detects when an engine has moved outside of acceptable 

operating parameters provides a good example. Or a retail app that detects when stock of a certain product is low 

and orders more from the warehouse.

What do you need to do to adopt microservices successfully?
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As mentioned previously, some organizational changes will be required to make the transition  

to microservices successful.

One of the most important things to do is to implement fairly comprehensive logging and monitoring. 

Because your applications have more individual components than with a monolithic architecture, it can be 

easy to overlook some of them. By taking the time to ensure that you have monitoring goals, are storing log 

files, and using monitoring services in accordance with those goals, you can keep your application secured 

and functioning properly. Things to think about in any plan for monitoring include:

• What resources will you monitor?

• How often will you monitor these resources?

• What monitoring tools will you use?

• Who will perform the monitoring tasks?

• Who should be notified when something goes wrong? 

Another organizational change that is typically required is the adoption of a mindset that security is 

everyone’s job. For a long time, developers were primarily focused on functionality, and once their features 

were baked into the application, they’d hand it off to someone else to implement the security components. 

That will simply not work in a microservices architecture. Everyone needs to have a stake in security, and it 

needs to be factored into every decision that is made about how the applications are built and updated.

Impart the proper cultural changes
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If you’re looking to implement a microservices architecture, Amazon Web Services (AWS) and AWS Partner Network (APN) Partners offer a 

comprehensive set of pay-as-you-go services that can simplify that process.

What does AWS provide to  
support microservices?

Compute  

If you’re looking to implement serverless computing, AWS Lambda, a service that runs code in response to events is a 

logical choice. For containers, a variety of compute services are available as well, including self-managed and AWS-

managed options for Kubernetes

Networking  

AWS networking services provide high-throughput and sub-millisecond latency. This includes services for API-

based communication, which is critical for microservices architectures, as well as load balancing, domain name 

systems, and more.
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What does AWS provide to support microservices?

Logging and Monitoring 

As we mentioned before, being more thoughtful about logging and monitoring is one of the biggest changes 

organizations typically have to make as part of this transition. AWS makes it easy to store and analyze log files 

from each service, as well as collect metrics, set alarms, and view requests from end-to-end as they travel 

through application components.

Messaging 
To assist with proper inter-process communication, AWS messaging services publish and coordinate activities 

between all the pieces of a microservices architecture. These services span both message publishing and subscription, 

as well as message queuing. 

Storage/ Databases  
Scalable, durable, and secure storage and databases allow you to easily retain the data needed for your 

microservices-based apps. AWS provides several storage options with varying retrieval times, allowing you 

to cost-effectively store your data in the way that you see fit. Support for both open source and commercial 

databases, both self-managed and as a managed service, give you database flexibility.  
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There are many benefits of microservices architectures. We will touch on a few of them briefly. 

Benefits of microservices on AWS

Flexible scaling 
As mentioned before, each component within a microservices-based application has the ability to scale up and 

down as needed without impacting the other components. This typically makes applications more stable while 

better aligning your infrastructure capacity to your actual needs, reducing costs.

Agility 
Because the team for each app component can be smaller and more independently, they have the power to make 

changes and release new features without clearing as many procedural hurdles. Often, the aggregate throughput 

of all the teams in an organization running microservices is significantly higher than when those teams acted as 

one giant unit. 

Easy deployment  
Monolithic apps were often built under the premise that they were never supposed to fail and making them simple 

to deploy was not a priority. The reality, however, is that all applications will fail at some point—it’s simply inevitable. 

If apps are not designed to be deployed easily when they do fail, the result is problematic downtime. Microservices 

allow you to easily and repeatedly deploy applications, enabling continuous integration and continuous delivery. This 

makes it simpler for your team to try out new ideas and to roll back if something doesn’t work. The low cost of failure 

enables experimentation, makes it easier to update code, and accelerates time-to-market for new features.
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Customer success story: Shippable
About the customer 

Shippable provides hosted continuous integration, 

testing, and deployment from repositories such as 

GitHub and Bitbucket. The company helps developers 

and operations teams deliver software from application 

creation all the way to the end user with full automation 

and complete control over the process. 

The challenge 

While Shippable’s platform was built using a 

microservices architecture, it leveraged a custom cluster 

management tool and hardcoded service discovery 

solution. This led to their engineering team spending 

the majority of their time maintaining and orchestrating 

containers, negating many of the benefits that led them 

to use microservices in the first place.

The AWS solution 

After assessing their options, Shippable began using Amazon Elastic Container 

Service (Amazon ECS), a scalable, container management service that provides cluster 

management and container orchestration. Each microservice is now defined as its 

own Amazon ECS service. Amazon CloudWatch works directly with Amazon ECS 

to help them meet their logging and monitoring requirements, and Amazon EC2 

Container registry helps them create, store, and manager Docker images to support 

their containers.

The benefits 

With Amazon ECS, Shippable no longer needs to install software and operate servers; 

this reduces management overhead, in turn accelerating time to market. In fact, the 

engineering team estimates that they have gone from spending between 60 and 80 

percent of their time managing infrastructure to a number closer to 20 percent. This 

means they can focus more of the features that their customers care about. They 

use a variety of security services to keep their workloads protected, including AWS 

Identity and Access Management (IAM) policies to ensure only approved individuals 

can push and pull production images in the production cluster.
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Getting started with our 
APN consulting partners

Rackspace offers flexible  services and tooling to build 

and deploy resilient cloud applications at scale. We help 

companies rapidly and reliably build and deliver products  

using AWS and DevOps best practices.

Contact Rackspace to learn how to accelerate time-to-market 

by unleashing innovation across your organization

Contact Rackspace >>

About Rackspace

https://partnercentral.awspartner.com/PartnerConnect?id=001E000000NaBHNIA3&source=Website
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Learn more
If you’re ready to start your journey toward the productivity and agility enabled by a 

microservices architecture, AWS can help. 

Visit our website to explore additional resources to help you adopt microservice with AWS 

and APN Partners.  

Visit our website to learn more >>

https://aws.amazon.com/campaigns/partner/modern-application-development/
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